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Abstract5

This paper studies a ship scheduling problem for an industrial corporation that manages a fleet of

bulk ships under stochastic environments. The considered problem is an integration of three inter-

connected sub-problems from different planning levels: the strategic fleet sizing and mix problem,

the tactical voyage planning problem, and the operational stochastic backhaul cargo canvassing

problem. To obtain the optimal solution of the problem, this paper provides a two-step algorithmic

scheme. In the first step, the stochastic backhaul cargo canvassing problem is solved by a dynamic

programming (DP) algorithm, leading to optimal canvassing strategies for all feasible voyages of

all ships. In the second step, a mixed-integer programming (MIP) model that jointly solves the

fleet sizing and mix problem and the voyage planning problem is formulated using the results from

the first step. To efficiently solve the proposed MIP model, this paper develops a tailored Benders

decomposition method. Finally, extensive numerical experiments are conducted to demonstrate the

applicability and efficiency of the proposed models and solution methods for practical instances.
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1. Introduction8

Industrial shipping is an integral part of the global supply chain for raw materials. According9

to the estimates by UNCTAD (2017), the trade volumes of the five most common raw materials10

(i.e., iron ore, grain, coal, bauxite and alumina, and phosphate rock) contributed over 30% of the11

global seaborne trade. These raw materials are categorized as major bulk cargoes in the shipping12

market and are generally transported by bulk ships (mostly Capesize or Panamax carriers) in full13

shiploads from one origin port to one destination port. For example, in 2016, the iron ore trade14
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increased 3.4%, reaching 1.4 billion tons, and more than 70% of iron ore was imported to China15

from Australia and Brazil using Capesize or Panamax carriers (UNCTAD, 2017).16

In industrial shipping, the industrial corporation owns or controls a fleet of bulk ships and17

the focus of the corporation is to minimize the total transportation costs while ensuring that all18

cargoes are transported to satisfy the demand. In current shipping market, industrial shipping19

is widely used in the transportation of these major bulk cargoes. For instance, Baowu Group20

(formerly Baosteel Group Corporation), the largest steel producer in China, imports iron ore from21

Brazil by chartering in bulk carriers from a shipping company (Baosteel, 2008). Seaborne bulk22

transportation is capital-intensive, with daily operational costs for a Capesize or Panamax carrier23

amounting to tens of thousands of US dollars (Greiner, 2013). Thus, a proper scheduling of the24

fleet is of tremendous importance for an industrial shipping operator to reduce costs.25

Besides optimally scheduling the fleet to satisfy the demand at the minimum cost, considering26

the required transportation is one-directional, each ship is able to help further increase the savings27

by carrying cargoes from the spot market during the return trip from the destination port to the28

origin one. We take the Brazil-to-China iron ore transportation as an example, where the required29

cargoes are transported from Brazil to China. After the cargoes are unloaded in China, a ship may30

either return to Brazil in ballast or carry potential cargoes during the return trip (our interviews31

with several managers from different bulk shipping companies reveal that the most common cargoes32

in the return trip include steam coal from Indonesia to India and coking coal from Australia to33

India [or from Australia to Europe]). In addition, a recent report released by UNECLAC (2018)34

estimates that through canvassing return cargoes, the Brazil-to-China iron ore transportation cost35

can be saved up to 20%.36

On the one hand, carrying cargoes in the return trip is an appealing opportunity for the37

industrial corporation to better manage the fleet of ships. On the other hand, the significant38

uncertainties in the spot transportation market, the potential delay due to carrying return cargoes,39

and the restrictive requirements to fulfill the demand on time significantly complicate the whole40

scheduling job. Therefore, in order to both efficiently satisfy the shipping demand and acquire41

the benefits through carrying potential return cargoes, advanced scheduling modeling and solution42

approaches are desired to finally achieve an efficient utilization of the transportation capacity of43

the industrial corporation.44

To that end, we investigate a stochastic bulk ship scheduling problem in industrial shipping45
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by considering the uncertainties from the spot market. In this problem, we jointly consider three46

sub-problems from different planning levels. The first sub-problem is the strategic fleet sizing47

and mix problem which decides the number and size of ships the industrial corporation should48

charter in to fulfill the transportation demand over the entire planning horizon. The second sub-49

problem is the tactical voyage planning problem which determines the start and end dates for each50

voyage completed by each ship. In addition, additional profits can be made if ships are able to51

carry certain cargoes from the spot market during the backhaul voyage. Hence, the third sub-52

problem, i.e., a backhaul cargo canvassing problem, is studied in the operational level. Due to53

the uncertainties in the spot transportation market, we consider the backhaul cargo canvassing54

problem under stochastic environments. Since these problems are closely intertwined, we propose55

a two-step solution scheme to efficiently obtain the optimal solution, while the great effectiveness56

of our proposed approach is demonstrated through extensive numerical experiments.57

Ship scheduling problems have been well studied in the fields of liner shipping (e.g., Wang58

and Meng, 2012 and Song and Dong, 2013), tramp shipping (e.g., Brønmo et al., 2007 and Meng59

et al., 2015), and industrial shipping (e.g., Ronen, 1986 and Tirado et al., 2013). However, the60

backhaul canvassing problem has been rarely studied in the literature. As we know, the cargoes61

(i.e., containers in liner shipping and minor bulk commodities in tramp and industrial shipping)62

in most of ship scheduling problems were assumed to be transported among multiple loading63

and discharging ports in a pickup-and-delivery manner, where the key objective was to identify64

the optimal sequences for the ships to call at these ports. In order to solve these problems,65

which are very difficult in general, these existing studies relied on (at least partially) deterministic66

parameter assumptions (including demand, transportation weights, duration, and revenues, among67

others). By contrast, since backhaul canvassing faces significant uncertainties (including loading68

and discharging ports, transportation revenues, costs and detour lengths) in practice by its nature,69

it is not realistic to assume deterministic setting and thus it leads to an even harder problem and70

also less literature on this problem.71

Therefore, different from the existing studies, this paper aims to find an optimal shipping72

schedule that consists of fleet sizing and mix decision, voyage plan and backhaul canvassing strategy73

under a stochastic environment. In particular, our main contributions can be described as follows:74

• We consider a stochastic bulk ship scheduling problem in industrial shipping, which has never75

been well addressed in the literature, through incorporating the consideration of backhaul76
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cargo canvassing strategy under uncertainty.77

• We develop a two-step solution scheme consisting of 1) a dynamic programming (DP) model78

and corresponding polynomial time algorithm to obtain the optimal cargo canvassing strate-79

gies, and 2) a tailored Benders decomposition method utilizing the specific problem structure80

to efficiently solve the mixed-integer programming (MIP) formulation, leading to optimal81

integrated fleet sizing and mix decision and voyage plan;82

• We conduct extensive numerical experiments to demonstrate that the proposed models and83

solution methods can well solve the considered problem in various and practical sizes.84

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A literature review is given in Section85

2. Then, Section 3 provides a detailed description of the considered problem. In Section 4, we86

propose a DP algorithm to solve the stochastic backhaul cargo canvassing problem. Based on the87

solution of the stochastic backhaul cargo canvassing problem, an MIP model for the integrated88

fleet sizing and mix and voyage planning problem is formulated in Section 5. In Section 6, we89

propose a tailored Benders decomposition method for the model proposed in Section 5. A series90

of numerical experiments and a case study are conducted in Section 7. Finally, we conclude our91

main findings in Section 8.92

2. Literature review93

Ship scheduling problems have received considerable attention in the literature. Christiansen94

et al. (2004) and Christiansen et al. (2013) provided an overall review of the problem. As ships95

are operated in three different modes, i.e., liner, tramp, and industrial shipping, studies on ship96

scheduling problems can also be generally divided into these three corresponding categories (Chris-97

tiansen et al., 2013). Since our study focuses on industrial shipping, we concentrate our review on98

existing research on ship scheduling problems in this regard.99

One stream of related studies focuses on the fleet sizing and mix problem, which has been100

studied in the literature for more than four decades (see a recent review by Pantuso et al., 2014).101

Recent studies include Wang and Meng (2012) and Ng (2015) for liner shipping, and Fagerholt et al.102

(2010) and Alvarez et al. (2011) for tramp and industrial shipping. Research on the fleet sizing103

and mix problem in industrial shipping starts from the pioneering work conducted by Dantzig and104

Fulkerson (1954). In this study, the authors addressed a special fleet sizing problem arising in Navy105

fuel oil transportation where all ships (tankers) were assumed to be identical. The objective was to106
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determine the minimum number of tankers needed to meet the fixed transportation demand. The107

fleet sizing and mix problem in industrial shipping was also studied by Mehrez et al. (1995). An108

MIP model was formulated for the considered problem, where the decisions included the number109

and size of ships chartered in and the voyages made by each chartered ship at each time period in a110

planning horizon. More recently, Fagerholt et al. (2010) proposed a decision support methodology111

for strategic planning in industrial and tramp shipping which solves the fleet sizing and mix problem112

using simulation-based optimization. A robust fleet sizing and deployment problem for industrial113

or tramp shipping operators was analyzed by Alvarez et al. (2011). The authors proposed a robust114

optimization model for the considered problem in which decisions concerning fleeting sizing and115

ship deployment were made in an integrated manner.116

The second stream of studies focuses on the ship routing and scheduling problem. Most of117

the studies in this stream can be viewed as special applications of the well-known Vehicle Rout-118

ing Problem, where cargoes are transported among several loading and discharging ports in a119

pickup-and-delivery manner and are different from the transportation of major bulk cargoes. The120

objectives of these studies were to identify optimal port calling sequences that satisfy various121

constraints (e.g., Song and Dong, 2013, Meng et al., 2015, St̊alhane et al., 2012a, Tirado et al.,122

2013). There are also some studies exploring the ship routing and scheduling problem in indus-123

trial shipping, where cargoes are transported in full shiploads between a single origin port and a124

single destination port. For example, Brown et al. (1987) analyzed a tanker scheduling problem125

for a crude oil company, where each tanker traveled between a single loading port and a single126

discharging port, and aimed to identify the optimal fleet schedule at the minimum total cost. The127

problem was modeled as a set partitioning problem that can be solved efficiently with all feasible128

schedules generated a prior. A liquefied natural gas (LNG) inventory routing problem was investi-129

gated by St̊alhane et al. (2012b), where an LNG producer owns a tanker fleet that is heterogeneous130

and considered as fixed for the planning horizon. In each voyage of a tanker, LNG products are131

transported in full shiploads between a single loading port and a single discharging port. The132

corresponding objective was to create an annual delivery program of the fleet that exercises the133

producer’s long-term contracts at minimum cost, while maximizing the revenue from selling LNG134

to the spot market. Siddiqui and Verma (2015) considered a bi-objective oil-tanker routing and135

scheduling problem, where both cost and operational risks were considered in the objectives and136

an MIP model was formulated to solve the problem.137
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While most studies handle fleet sizing and mix problem and the ship routing and scheduling138

problem separately, a few of them addressed the two problems in a joint manner. One of them was139

conducted by Fagerholt and Lindstad (2000). They considered a ship scheduling problem regarding140

a supply operation in the Norwegian Sea where supplies should be transported using ships from a141

supply depot to several offshore installations. The objective was to determine the optimal fleet and142

the corresponding weekly schedules that meet the installations’ demands at the minimum cost. A143

similar problem was considered by Halvorsen-Weare et al. (2012). The study jointly solved the fleet144

sizing and routing problems of offshore supply ships. Another study from Zeng and Yang (2007)145

considered a coal shipping problem between a set of supply ports and a set of demand ports.146

In practice, besides the required shipments that must be completed in the planning horizon, the147

optional cargo transportations in backhauls also need to be taken into consideration. The backhaul148

canvassing problem in industrial shipping has rarely been addressed before. The only literature we149

found is conducted by Bausch et al. (1998). The author proposed a decision support system for a150

company to conduct a medium-term (two to three weeks) schedule of coastal tankers and barges151

that transport liquid bulk products to customers. Note that Bausch et al. (1998) considered the152

backhaul transportation under deterministic environments.153

Our research enriches the existing literature in two aspects. To begin with, we consider the154

fleet sizing and mix problem and the ship scheduling problem in an integrated way, while most155

studies analyzed them separately. Besides, to the best of our knowledge, our study is one of the156

preliminary studies to consider the stochastic backhaul cargo canvassing problem, which makes the157

study more relevant to real and dynamic situations.158

3. Problem description159

Suppose an industrial corporation in a country needs to continuously import raw materials from160

another country within a planning horizon (e.g., a steel plant in China like Baowu Group needs to161

import iron ore from Brazil). These materials are transported in full shiploads from a single loading162

port of the exporting country to a single discharging port of the importing country. Meanwhile, the163

industrial corporation considers utilizing the ships to carry return cargoes during their trips back164

to the loading port, leading to revenues. To facilitate a stable and economic transportation, the165

corporation chooses to time-charter a fleet of Capesize or Panamax bulk ships from the shipping166

market. The corporation is responsible for scheduling its controlled fleet to ensure its demand is167
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satisfied and the aim is to minimize the overall net cost (i.e., total shipping cost minus revenues).168

In the following part of this section, to describe the whole problem in detail, we will introduce the169

demand structure in Section 3.1, the fleet sizing and mix decision (sub-problem one) in Section 3.2,170

the voyage planning (sub-problem two) in Section 3.3, the backhaul cargo canvassing (sub-problem171

three) in Section 3.4, and the assumptions for the whole problem in Section 3.5. Meanwhile, a172

set of decisions made by the corporation are summarized in Section 3.6 and a detailed solution173

procedure is outlined in Section 3.7. To facilitate a better understanding of the problem, we will174

use the example of Baowu Group in the following parts.175

3.1. Demand structure176

The corporation conducts its production in a continuous process (Wikipedia contributors, 2018),177

which requires stable supplies of raw materials during the entire planning horizon. Accordingly,178

the demand structure of the corporation can be stated as follows. To begin with, there is a total179

demand for cargoes that must be satisfied in the entire planning horizon (e.g., Baowu Group needs180

to import approximately 2.5 millions tons of iron ore every year to satisfy its annual production181

demand). In addition, the planning horizon is further divided into several sub-planning horizons,182

and to maintain a suitable inventory level (which is decided by the consumption rate and storage183

capacity of raw materials in the corporation), the corporation also sets lower and upper bounds184

for the amount of cargoes transported to the discharging port at each sub-planning horizon (e.g.,185

Baowu Group requires a stable and even arrival flow of iron ore to prevent drastic fluctuations in186

monthly imports). Note that there are may be overlaps among different sub-planning horizons.187

Given that cargoes should be first produced and then transported from inland to the loading port188

in the exporting country before they can be loaded to ships, and to avoid congestions in port189

handling, inland transportation, and storage, a minimal time interval between the start times of190

two consecutive voyages is set (e.g., the current practice in Baowu Group is two weeks).191

3.2. Fleet sizing and mix (sub-problem one)192

Fleet sizing and mix should be decided at the beginning of the planning horizon, as a strategic193

plan. The corporation time-charters a fleet of ships from a candidate pool composed of ships that194

have different chartering rates, capacities, operational costs, and speeds. At the beginning of the195

planning horizon, the corporation should decide the number and types of ships to charter-in. If196

charted, the ships serve for the entire planning horizon. Besides, in accordance with common197
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practices, we assume that all the chartered ships are ready to load at the loading port and start a198

voyage at the beginning of the planning horizon. In addition, these ships have to be redelivered at199

the loading port at the end of the planning horizon. In Baowu Group, 4 Capesize carriers whose200

chartering contracts are renewed at a yearly basis are rented to fulfill its annual demand.201

3.3. Voyage planning (sub-problem two)202

The cargo transportation in this problem is conducted in a one-origin-one-destination structure.203

As shown in Figure 1, the required cargoes are transported from Port O to Port D (e.g., Brazil’s204

Tubarao Port of to China’s Shanghai Port). In this paper, we define that a complete voyage starts205

when a ship starts loading at the loading port and ends when it returns in empty to the same206

loading port. In addition, the journey from Port O to Port D is defined as a forward voyage and207

the journey from Port D back to Port O is defined as a backward voyage or a backhaul. Note208

that in the following parts of this paper, unless otherwise specified, a “voyage” is used to refer to209

a complete journey that includes both the forward voyage and the backhaul.210
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Figure 1: Voyage structures in the problem

There are generally two types of voyage structures. While both types have the same forward211

voyage (i.e., from Port O to Port D), the backward routes can be different. On the one hand, after212

discharging at Port D, the ship will return to Port O in ballast without carrying any cargoes in213

the backhaul, leading to the first type of voyage structure (see Figure 1a). On the other hand,214

there may be transportation requests arising in the spot market for carrying cargoes between two215

ports that locate near the route from Port D to Port O (e.g., regarding the iron ore transportation216

case, the most common backhaul cargoes include steam coal from Indonesia to India and coking217

coal from Australia to India [or from Australia to Europe]). A ship can decide to accept a request218

and carry cargoes between two intermediate ports in the backward voyage (e.g. steam coal from219
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Samarinda Port, Indonesia to Mundra port, India). In such a case, the ship sails in the second220

type of voyage structure (see Figure 1b). That is, after unloading at Port D, the ship first detours221

to Port I1 (e.g. Samarinda), loads cargoes at this port, sails towards Port I2 (e.g. Mundra), and222

finally sails to Port O after discharging at Port I2 (e.g. Mundra).223

Note that carrying cargoes in the backhaul may bring additional revenue and meanwhile it also224

incurs voyage detours and additional time for loading and unloading at intermediate ports. For225

example, carrying 150 thousand tons of steam coal from Samarinda to Mundra using a Capesize226

carrier generates revenue at approximately 900 thousand US dollars, detour length at 12 − 20227

days, and additional cost at approximately 650 thousand US dollars. In this case, compared with228

sailing to Brazil in ballast, cargo transportation in the backhaul helps save around 250 thousand229

US dollars.230

In addition, we define the minimum required and maximum allowed durations for each voyage.231

The minimum duration is determined by the minimum time a ship needs to complete a voyage and232

the maximum duration may be set for operational considerations of the corporation. For Baowu233

Group, a round trip from Brazil to China should take at least 70 days, and normally, no voyages234

take more than 100 days.235

3.4. Backhaul cargo canvassing (sub-problem three)236

When sailing on a voyage, a ship may receive transportation requests from the spot market237

for transporting cargoes in the backhaul. These requests are distinguished by their cargo weights,238

required detour lengths, and revenues. In particular, they can be divided into different request239

types based on these features and more specifically, the transportation requests with the same240

cargo weights, detour lengths, and revenues belong to the same type. Note that the involved ships241

are chartered to facilitate the stable transportation of cargoes from Port O to Port D, as shown242

in Figure 1. Therefore, from an economic view, the ships are only possible to accept the types of243

requests that produce revenues and are of acceptable cargo weights/detour lengths and to accept244

at most one cargo transportation request from the spot market in a voyage. More specific reasons245

include (i) ships involved in this problem are Capesize or Panamax sizes ships that have very high246

operational and port costs and thus not able to carry cargoes multiple times due to potentially247

long detour length; and (ii) it is not beneficial for these large ships to transport minor bulk cargoes248

and operate in a pickup-and-delivery manner (even some ports are not large enough to host these249

ships).250
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Regarding the Brazil-to-China iron ore transportation case, our interviews with the industrial251

practitioners indicates that except the commonly recognized backhaul transportation requests (i.e.,252

coal transportation from Indonesia or Australia to India or Europe), it is relatively rare to see other253

transportation requests arising in the backhaul that are suitable for Panamax or Capesize ships.254

This is because requests with too low cargo weights or too long detours are unacceptable due to the255

relatively low freight rates in the backhaul and the high bunker and port costs. Thus, in practice,256

a ship can take at most one such transportation request in the backhaul, otherwise, the additional257

costs outweigh the additional revenues generated in the backhaul.258

In addition, during a certain voyage, the ship is open to accept backhaul transportation requests259

only in a certain period (denoted by the canvassing period thereafter). The corresponding reasons260

can be described in two aspects. First, a ship can begin to accept transportation offers from the261

spot market only if it ensures that it can reach the next loading port on time. Thus, generally a262

ship only accept the backhaul requests after unloading at current discharging port (i.e., Port D)263

and becoming immediately ready, as the handling time at Port D can be uncertain. That is also264

why cargo owners normally do not take a loaded ship as an option for transporting their cargoes.265

Second, significant detouring cost and time are required for transporting backhaul cargoes if the266

ship has sailed far away from the region where main loading ports of backhaul cargoes are located.267

For example, the typical canvassing period in the backhaul of Brazil-to-China transportation starts268

from the time when unloading is finished in China and ends at the time when the ship arrives at269

Singapore for bunkering.270

Spot transportation market is quite volatile and it is impossible to estimate the exact types of271

transportation request that will arise at a certain time. However, taking advantage of historical272

data, we can predict the possibility of receiving a particular type of transportation request from273

the spot market at a particular time. Hence, we handle the canvassing problem under a stochastic274

environment.275

3.5. Assumptions276

To better analyze the problem, we make the following assumptions:277

A1. The planning horizon is divided into a series of discrete unit times and ship scheduling deci-278

sions are made at each unit time.279

A2. For simplicity, we assume that each voyage should start at the beginning of a unit time and280

finish at the end of a unit time.281
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A3. Each ship runs at a constant speed, while the speeds can be different from one ship to another.282

A4. Different types of cargo transportation requests in the backhaul arise independently.283

A5. The requests for backhaul transportation are presented to a ship at the beginning of a unit284

time, and the ship should also decide at the beginning of the unit time whether to accept285

one of them or decline all.286

3.6. Decisions287

This section summarizes the decisions made in the considered problem. As shown in Figure 2,288

there are three types of decisions the corporation should make, with detailed descriptions provided289

as follows.290

• At the beginning of the planning horizon, the strategic decision about which ships should be291

chartered from the market should be first made.292

• Then, for each chartered ship, the corporation should decide, at the tactical level, the number293

of voyages each ship should complete during the horizon and when each of these voyages294

should start and end.295

• Finally, at the beginning of each unit time of the canvassing period in each voyage, the cor-296

poration is able to observe the condition of requests for transporting cargoes in the backhaul297

from the spot market. Therefore, the operational decision the corporation should make at298

each unit time of the canvassing period is whether to accept a type of transportation request299

or not.300

3.7. Solution procedure301

The studied problem is hard to solve. First, it has a complicated structure, as it involves302

three closely intertwined problems from different planning levels. Second, the uncertainties in the303

backhaul canvassing problem further complicates the problem. In order to effectively solve this304

problem, we develop a two-step solution procedure. To begin with, by taking advantages of the305

predictable probabilities of cargo types in the backhaul, we provide a DP method (see Section 4 for306

details) to handle the stochastic backhaul cargo canvassing problem. The DP method can obtain307

the optimal backhaul canvassing strategy for a given voyage of a certain ship. Thus, in the first308

step, we generate the optimal backhaul canvassing strategy for each possible voyage of each ship309

in the ship pool (i.e., sub-problem three). After this step, the expected revenue generated by a310

voyage’s optimal canvassing strategy can be attached as an attribute for the voyage. In this way,311
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Figure 2: Decisions made in the problem

the original problem is reduced from a system with three sub-problems into one with two sub-312

problems (i.e., the fleet sizing and mix problem and the voyage planning problem), and we then313

solve them in the second step. The second step tackles these two sub-problems in an integrated314

manner (see Sections 5 and 6 for details). An MIP model is first proposed for integrated fleet315

sizing and mix and the voyage planning problem (see Section 5.1 for details). We then further316

strengthen the model by adding several families of valid inequalities (see Section 5.2 for details).317

Finally, a tailored Benders decomposition algorithm utilizing the problem structure and derived318

valid inequalities is proposed for solving the MIP model (see Section 6 for details).319

4. DP model and algorithm for the stochastic backhaul canvassing problem320

In this section, we focus on the stochastic backhaul canvassing problem for a given voyage of321

a given ship. The problem aims to determine the optimal canvassing strategy in the canvassing322

period that satisfies the capacity and detour length constraints to maximize the expected revenue323

obtained from backhaul cargo transportation. A DP model is first formulated for the problem in324

Section 4.1 and we then propose an algorithm to solve the model in Section 4.2.325
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4.1. A DP model326

Dynamic programming has been wildly used in optimization problems, including those in the327

sea transportation area (e.g., Wang et al., 2017 and Zhen et al., 2017). We formulate a DP model328

to identify the best policy of backhaul cargo canvassing at each unit time under uncertainty. Before329

presenting the model, we introduce several additional parameters as follows. Suppose a ship starts330

a voyage at unit time ts and ends the voyage at te and the minimum duration of a voyage conducted331

by the ship is L (time units), which equals the voyage distance divided by the ship speed. Besides,332

let D denote the maximum allowed detour length (time units) the ship is able to make in the333

current voyage for transporting backhaul cargoes. It is easy to infer that D = te − ts − L + 1.334

Obviously, any backhaul transportation request that requires a detour length larger than D cannot335

be accepted. Similarly, requests with cargo weights larger than the capacity of the ship cannot be336

accepted either. Furthermore, as the information of both the voyage and the ship is known, the337

corresponding canvassing period can be derived accordingly. That is, we suppose the canvassing338

period covers N unit times (lasting from time 1 to N). Note that due to the minimal time interval339

between any two consecutive voyages, we consider that it will be impossible for two ships to compete340

the same return cargo.341

For the considered voyage, we only need to consider all of the types of transportation requests342

that enable feasible detour lengths and feasible weights. We let M denote the set of such types of343

transportation requests. The revenue for transporting a type-j request (j ∈ M) is denoted by ej .344

In addition, we let ρnj be the probability that type-j transportation requests appear at unit time n,345

where 0 ≤ ρnj ≤ 1. It is easy to see that at each unit time n, there are 2|M| possible combinations346

of different requests faced by the ship and one possible combination is called one scenario. We347

let ξ denote each scenario and the joint probability distribution of all scenarios at unit time n is348

denoted by Pn. Meanwhile, we let binary parameter qj(ξ) denote whether type-j requests arise at349

the beginning of a unit time under scenario ξ (qj(ξ)=1) or not (qj(ξ)= 0). In addition, by letting350

pn(ξ) be the probability of the realization of ξ at unit time n, we have351

pn(ξ) =
∏
j∈M

[
qj(ξ)ρnj + (1− qj(ξ)) (1− ρnj)

]
, (1)

where the multiplication sign is a result of the independence of the request types, and the term352

qj(ξ)ρnj+(1−qj(ξ))(1−ρnj) is equal to ρnj if type-j requests arise under scenario ξ (i.e., qj(ξ) = 1)353

and equal to 1− ρnj if type j does not arise under scenario ξ (i.e., qj(ξ) = 0).354
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We are now ready to present the DP model, which is formulated as follows. In particular,355

we first define the state space and the decision variables of the model, then introduce the state356

transition equation and the objective function, and finally present the DP formulation.357

The model involves N stages, where stage n corresponds to the nth unit time within the358

canvassing period. For each stage n (n = 1, 2, . . . , N), a corresponding state sn is defined to reflect359

whether the ship has made a decision to accept a request before stage n begins (sn = 1) or not360

(sn = 0). It is obvious that s1 = 0 and if any request is accepted subsequently before some stage361

n, the corresponding state changes to sn = 1, after which no additional acceptance is allowed.362

The decision variable of the model is denoted by χjn,ξ, which is binary, to represent whether363

the ship accepts a type-j request at unit time n under scenario ξ (χjn,ξ = 1) or not (χjn,ξ = 0). For364

notation convenience, we define an |M|− dimensional vector χn,ξ := (χjn,ξ, j ∈M) to include the365

decisions for all types of transportation requests under scenario ξ at the nth unit time. In addition,366

we use Xn,ξ(sn) to denote the set of all feasible decisions χn,ξ at unit time n under scenario ξ if367

the state is sn. It follows that368

Xn,ξ(sn) =

χn,ξ ∈ {0, 1}|M|
∣∣∣∣ χjn,ξ ≤ 1− sn, χjn,ξ ≤ qj(ξ), j ∈M;

∑
j∈M

χjn,ξ ≤ 1

 , (2)

which implies that: (i) a type of request can only be accepted if the ship has not accepted any369

request at previous unit times (χjn,ξ ≤ 1−sn), (ii) a type of request can only be accepted if it arises370

(χjn,ξ ≤ qj(ξ)), and (iii) at most one type of request can be accepted (
∑

j∈M χjn,ξ ≤ 1).371

Besides, corresponding to each decision χn,ξ under each scenario ξ at stage n, we let Kξ(χn,ξ)372

denote the immediate revenue (note that we remove sn in the notation as the immediate revenue373

is independent of sn), which can be calculated as follows:374

Kξ(χn,ξ) =
∑
j∈M

χjn,ξej , n = 1, 2, . . . , N. (3)

Furthermore, based on the state sn and the decision χn,ξ under scenario ξ at the current stage375

n, we can derive the state of the next stage (sn+1) by the following state transition equation:376

sn+1(sn,χn,ξ) = sn +
∑
j∈M

χjn,ξ, n = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. (4)

For the objective function, we define f ξn(sn,χn,ξ) to represent the total expected revenue from377

stage n until the end if the system is of state sn at stage n under scenario ξ, the immediate378

decision is χn,ξ and optimal decisions are made thereafter. In addition, define f ξn(sn) to represent379
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the maximum total expected revenue from stage n until the end if the system is of state sn at stage380

n under scenario ξ. That is, we have381

f ξn(sn) = max
χn,ξ∈Xn,ξ(sn)

{
f ξn (sn,χn,ξ)

}
. (5)

Note that f ξn(1) = 0 since once a request has been accepted in previous stages, no additional382

revenue can be generated. Our objective is to calculate the maximum expected revenue in the383

return voyage, i.e., EP1

[
f ξ1 (s1 = 0)

]
.384

Therefore, a forward DP formulation can be represented as385

f ξn(sn,χn,ξ) = Kξ(χn,ξ) + EPn+1

[
f ξn+1(sn+1(sn,χn,ξ))

]
, n = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, (6)

and the boundary condition is386

f ξN (sN ,χN,ξ) = Kξ(χN,ξ). (7)

4.2. A polynomial time algorithm387

Intuitively, the DP model proposed in Section 4.1 can be solved by retrospectively enumerating388

the value of all f ξn(sn,χn,ξ)’s. In addition, the calculation of each f ξn(sn,χn,ξ) requires the values of389

Kξ(χn,ξ), f
ξ
n(sn), and EPn+1

[
f ξn+1(sn+1)

]
, which can be obtained in O(|M|), O(2|M|) and O(2|M|)390

times, respectively. Therefore, to obtain the optimal solution, we need to enumerate f ξn(sn,χn,ξ)’s391

under all scenario ξ’s, at all stage n’s and for all combinations of χn,ξ and sn with regard to Xn,ξ(sn),392

leading to O(N |M| 2|M|) time in total. Note that f ξn(sn) and EPn+1

[
f ξn+1(sn+1(sn,χn,ξ))

]
do not393

have to be calculated in each enumeration. Nevertheless, in general, we have |M| ≥ 100 and the394

corresponding computation procedure can be very time-consuming.395

To improve the computational efficiency, we propose an algorithm that solves the problem396

in O(N |M|2) time by utilizing the special structure of the problem. In particular, we have the397

following property the enables this algorithm.398

Proposition 4.1. Given stage n, EPn
[
f ξn(sn)

]
can be obtained within O(|M|2) time.399

Proof. We discuss the following two possible cases in terms of the value of sn:400

(i) If sn = 1, this directly follows that EPn
[
f ξn(1)

]
= 0 , and the computation takes no time.401

(ii) If sn = 0, we can calculate the value of EPn
[
f ξn(0)

]
as follows. Let ∆ = {J1, J2, · · · , Ji,402

· · · , J|M|} denote a sequence of all j’s, where eJi ≥ eJi+1 , i = 1, . . . , |M| − 1. Note that403
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(1) at most one transportation request can be accepted at each stage and that (2) the rising404

possibility ρnj ’s are independent from one to another. Therefore, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 we have:405

EPn
[
f ξn(0)

]
=pnJ1 max

{
eJ1 ,EPn+1

[
f ξn+1(0)

]}
+
M∑
i=2

pnJi

i−1∏
k=1

(
1− pnJk

)
max

{
eJi ,EPn+1

[
f ξn+1(0)

]}
, (8)

and for n = N , we have:406

EPN
[
f ξN (0)

]
= pNJ1eJ1 +

M∑
i=2

pNJi

i−1∏
k=1

(
1− pNJk

)
eJi . (9)

In (8), pnJ1 and pnJi
i−1∏
k=1

(
1− pnJk

)
, i = 2, . . . , |M| give the possibility that the type of407

transportation requests with the ith (i = 1, . . . , |M|) highest revenue for the ship arise408

and no ones with higher revenues arise at stage n. Since a ship can choose to accept at409

most one transportation request from the spot market in the backhaul, it can accept at410

most one request at any stage n which corresponds to the nth unit time in the canvassing411

period. Accordingly, when type-Ji requests generate the highest revenue for the ship at412

stage n, the best strategy for accepting a request at this stage is to accept one type-Ji413

request and it thus has no incentive to accept other types of requests at this stage. In414

addition, max
{
eJi ,EPn+1

[
f ξn+1(0)

]}
, i = 1, . . . , |M|, gives the revenue (can be expected)415

corresponding to the ship’s optimal decision if type-Ji requests arise as the requests with the416

highest revenue at stage n. That is, if the revenue for the ship by accepting one of the type-Ji417

requests, i.e., eJi , is larger than the expected revenue that the ship can obtain by rejecting418

these requests and making optimal decisions at subsequent stages, i.e., EPn+1

[
f ξn+1(0)

]
,419

the ship should accept a type-Ji request, and the corresponding revenue is eJi ; otherwise,420

the ship should reject type-Ji requests and the corresponding maximum expected revenue is421

EPn+1

[
f ξn+1(0)

]
. Furthermore, the calculation of pnJi

i−1∏
k=1

(
1− pnJk

)
for each i = 2, . . . , |M|422

takes O(|M|) time, and corresponding to |M| types of requests, the total operation in (8)423

should be done |M| times. Hence, the computation of EPn
[
f ξn(0)

]
can be done in O(|M|2)424

time.425

Therefore, the proposition is proved.426
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By taking advantage of Proposition 4.1, to obtain the optimal solution of the DP model, we427

can retrospectively enumerate EPn
[
f ξn(sn)

]
for all n’s without the tedious calculation of all the428

corresponding f ξn(sn,χn,ξ)’s. This enables us to solve the problem in O(N |M|2) time. Therefore,429

we can efficiently generate optimal canvassing strategies and the corresponding optimal expected430

transportation revenues for all the possible voyages of all ships under consideration. These revenues431

will be used as a priori knowledge in our development of the solution method for the fleet sizing432

and mix and voyage planning problems in the following sections.433

5. An MIP model for the integrated fleet sizing and mix and voyage planning problem434

In this section, we handle the fleet sizing and mix and voyage planning problems in an integrated435

method. In particular, an integrated MIP model is first formulated in Section 5.1 and in Section436

5.2, the model is further strengthened by adding valid inequalities.437

5.1. Model formulation438

Before presenting the model, we first introduce the notation in Table 1.439

Table 1: Notation
Indices:

k Index for ships, arranging in an alphabetical order.
t, h, t1, t2 Index for unit times in a planning horizon, arranging in a chronological order.
i Index for sub-planning horizons.
Sets:

V Set of all ships.
T Set of unit times in a planning horizon, with 1 standing for the first unit time and |T | standing

for the last unit time in T (i.e., T lasts from the beginning of unit time 1 to the end of unit
time |T |.)

Ti Set of unit times in sub-planning horizon i, with Ti and Ti standing for the first and last unit
time in Ti, respectively (i.e., Ti lasts from the beginning of unit time Ti to the end of unit time

Ti.)
I Set of sub-planning horizons.
[a, b]Z Set of integers that are no less than a and no larger than b, where a and b are real numbers.
Parameters:

bk Minimum duration of ship k to complete a voyage.

bk Maximum duration of ship k to complete a voyage.
l Minimum interval between the start times of any two consecutive voyages made by all the

chartered ships.
Rk Chartering rate of ship k in the planning horizon.
vk Weight ship k carries from Port O to Port D in each voyage.
ck Voyage cost of ship k to complete a voyage.
di Minimum weight of cargo that must be shipped from Port O in sub-planning horizon i. That

is, the summation of the cargo weight shipped from Port O at the beginning of each unit time
in sub-planning horizon i should at least reach di.
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di Maximum weight of cargo that can be shipped from Port O in sub-planning horizon i. That
is, the summation of the cargo weight shipped from Port O at the beginning of each unit time
in sub-planning horizon i should not exceed di.

d̂ Total demand in the planning horizon, which serves as the minimum amount of cargoes that
must be shipped from Port O in the whole planning horizon.

gt1,t2k Maximum expected revenue for shipping cargoes in the route from Port D to Port O generated
by ship k if it starts the voyage at the beginning of unit time t1, and ends the voyage at the
end of unit time t2, where bk − 1 ≤ t2 − t1 ≤ bk − 1; gt1,t2k is calculated in Section 4.

Decision Variables:

xk 1 if ship k is chartered and 0, otherwise.
utk 1 if ship k starts a voyage at the beginning of unit time t and 0, otherwise.

αt1,t2
k 1 if ship k starts a voyage at the beginning of unit time t1 and ends the voyage at the end of

unit time t2 in a complete voyage, where bk − 1 ≤ t2 − t1 ≤ bk − 1 and 0, otherwise.
wt

k 1 if ship k ends a voyage at the end of unit time t and 0, otherwise.

The mathematical formulation (M1) for the considered problem can be described as follows.440

(M1) min
∑
k∈V

Rkxk +
∑
k∈V

|T |−bk+1∑
t=1

cku
t
k −

∑
k∈V

|T |−bk+1∑
t1=1

min{t1+bk−1,|T |}∑
t2=t1+bk−1

gt1,t2k αt1,t2k (10)

s.t. − xk + utk ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ [1, |T | − bk + 1]Z , ∀k ∈ V, (11)

−
∑
k∈V

min{Ti,|T |−bk+1}∑
t=Ti

vku
t
k + di ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ I, (12)

∑
k∈V

min{Ti,|T |−bk+1}∑
t=Ti

vku
t
k − di ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ I, (13)

−
∑
k∈V

|T |−bk+1∑
t=1

vku
t
k + d̂ ≤ 0, (14)

t∑
t1=max{t−bk+1,1}

min{t1+bk−1,|T |}∑
t2=max{t,t1+bk−1}

αt1,t2k ≤ 1, ∀t ∈ [1, |T | − bk + 1]Z ,∀k ∈ V, (15)

min{t1+bk−1,|T |}∑
t2=t1+bk−1

αt1,t2k = ut1k , ∀t1 ∈ [1, |T | − bk + 1]Z , ∀k ∈ V, (16)

t2−bk+1∑
t1=max{1,t2−bk+1}

αt1,t2k = wt2k , ∀t2 ∈ [bk, |T |]Z ,∀k ∈ V, (17)

∑
k∈V

t+l−1∑
h=t

uhk ≤ 1, ∀t ∈ [1, |T | − l + 1]Z , (18)

utk = 0, ∀t ∈ [|T | − bk + 2, |T |]Z , ∀k ∈ V, (19)
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wtk = 0, ∀t ∈ [1, bk − 1]Z ,∀k ∈ V, (20)

αt1,t2k = 0, ∀t1 ∈ [|T | − bk + 2, |T |]Z , ∀t2 ∈ T ,∀k ∈ V, (21)

αt1,t2k = 0, ∀t1 ∈ [1, |T | − bk + 1]Z ,∀t2 ∈ [1, t1 + bk − 2]Z
⋃

[t1 + bk, |T |]Z , ∀k ∈ V,
(22)

αt1,t2k = 0, ∀t2 ∈ [1, bk − 1]Z ,∀t1 ∈ T , ∀k ∈ V, (23)

utk, w
t
k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀t ∈ T ,∀k ∈ V, (24)

xk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k ∈ V, (25)

αt1,t2k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀t1 ∈ T , ∀t2 ∈ T ,∀k ∈ V. (26)

The objective function (10) minimizes the total operational cost, i.e., the total chartering441

and voyage cost minus the total revenue generated from cargo transportation in the backhaul.442

Constraint (11) ensures that a ship can be used for shipping cargoes only it is chartered. Constraints443

(12) and (13) enforce lower and upper bounds for the weight of cargo that can be shipped from Port444

O in each sub-planning horizon, respectively. Since the durations of all ships traveling from Port445

O to Port D are similar, these two constraints help maintain the inventory of the corporation at446

Port D in a suitable level. Constraint (14) ensures that the overall demand in the planning horizon447

can be met. Constraint (15) ensures that each ship can sail on at most one voyage at any time t.448

Constraints (16) and (17) describe the relationships among α, u and w. In addition, constraints449

(15)-(17) also ensure that once ship k starts a voyage at unit time t, to ensure minimum voyage450

duration, it cannot stop at any time before the end of t+bk−1 but must stop before or at the end of451

t+ bk−1 or |T | if |T | < t+ bk−1 to meet the requirement of maximum duration limit. Constraint452

(18) ensures the minimum interval between two consecutive voyages. Constraints (19)-(23) define453

the values of certain decision variables and constraints (24)-(26) define binary variables.454

5.2. Strengthening the formulation455

In this section, to efficiently solve the problem, we will derive several families of valid inequalities456

to strengthen the proposed MIP formulation (M1). In particular, two families of problem-specific457

valid inequalities are proposed in Section 5.2.1 and strengthened cover inequalities are derived458

in Section 5.2.2. In addition, we provide the theoretical validity proofs for the derived valid459

inequalities and the detailed procedure to generate strengthened cover inequalities, while their460

significant strength and effectiveness are verified through numerical experiments in Section 7.461
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5.2.1. Problem-specific valid inequalities462

We first derive two families of valid inequalities as follows by considering the relationships463

among α, u, and w.464

t2∑
h=t1+1

uhk ≤ (t2 − t1)
(
1− αt1t2k

)
,

∀t1 ∈ [1, |T | − bk + 1]Z , ∀t2 ∈ [t1 + bk − 1,min{|T |, t1 + bk − 1}]Z , ∀k ∈ V, (27)

t2−1∑
h=t1

whk ≤ (t2 − t1)
(
1− αt1t2k

)
,

∀t1 ∈ [1, |T | − bk + 1]Z , ∀t2 ∈ [t1 + bk − 1,min{|T |, t1 + bk − 1}]Z , ∀k ∈ V. (28)

Proposition 5.1. Inequality (27) is valid for (M1).465

Proof. We discuss the following two possible cases in terms of the value of αt1t2k :466

(i) If αt1t2k = 0, then (27) converts to
t2∑

h=t1+1

uhk ≤ (t2 − t1), which is valid since uhk ≤ 1 due to467

constraint (24).468

(ii) if αt1t2k = 1, then (27) converts to
t2∑

h=t1+1

uhk ≤ 0. To show this inequality holds, we will prove469

uhk = 0 for any h ∈ [t1 + 1, t2]Z . We do this by contradiction: assume there exists ut3k = 1470

where t3 ∈ [t1 + 1, t2]Z . Then, due to constraint (16), there must exist an αt3,t4k such that471

min{t3+bk−1,|T |}∑
t4=t3+bk−1

αt3,t4k = 1 (29)

Considering t1 ≥ max{t3−bk+1, 1}, t1 ≤ t3, t2 ≥ max{t3, t1+bk−1}, t2 ≤ min{t1+bk−1, |T |},472

t4 ≥ max{t3, t3 + bk− 1}, and t4 ≤ min{t3 + bk− 1, |T |} we can easily infer that the following473

equation must hold:474

t3∑
t5=max{t3−bk+1,1}

min{t5+bk−1,|T |}∑
t6=max{t3,t5+bk−1}

αt5,t6k ≥ αt1,t2k + αt3,t4k = 2. (30)

which contradicts constraint (15) and thus the proof is complete.475

Therefore, the proof is complete.476

Proposition 5.2. Constraint (28) is valid for (M1).477

Proof. The proof is similar to that in Proposition 5.1 and thus omitted here.478
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5.2.2. Cover inequalities479

We continue to strengthen (M1) by deriving strengthened cover inequalities for the model.480

In particular, we first introduce the method to theoretically construct the strengthened cover481

inequalities and then provide the procedure to generate these inequalities selectively for particular482

use.483

Inequality construction. For (M1), we let Pi be {(xk, utk) ∈ B|V | × B|V||Ti|: (11), (13) in (M1)}484

for each i ∈ I and define conv(Pi) to be the convex hull of Pi. Note that Bn indicates n-dimensional485

space consisting of binary vectors and (13) is a knapsack constraint that complicates the model486

significantly. We aim to derive valid inequalities for conv(Pi) to improve the computational effi-487

ciency by analyzing the polyhedral structure of Pi. It is worth noting that any valid inequalities488

for conv(Pi) is also valid for the original formulation (M1).489

Let set N include all the well-defined 2-tuple (k, t) for utk in Pi. First, we consider a mini-490

mal cover of N , denoted by C (see Wolsey, 1998 for the definition of minimal cover), such that491 ∑
(kj ,ts)∈C vkju

ts
kj
> di, the cover inequality gives us492 ∑

(kj ,ts)∈C
utskj ≤ |C| − 1. (31)

Next, we strengthen inequality (31) in two ways, i.e., (1) considering the problem structure and493

(2) lifting, eventually leading to a family of strengthened cover inequalities (35).494

Suppose we have n ships considered in C. For each ship j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), we have Sj time495

period considered to construct the 2-tuple (kj , ts) in C, i.e., s = 1, 2, . . . , Sj . For instance, when496

j = 1, we have the 2-tuples (k1, t1), (k2, t2), · · · , (k1, kS1). Thus, we have an equivalent format of497

(31):498

n∑
j=1

Sj∑
s=1

utskj ≤ |C| − 1. (32)

By considering the effects from discrete decisions on chartering a ship or not, i.e., x, we can499

strengthen the above cover inequality to be500

n∑
j=1

Sj∑
s=1

utskj ≤ |C| − 1 +

n∑
j=1

(Sj − 1)
(
xkj − 1

)
, (33)

which is stronger than (32) since xkj − 1 ≤ 0 for all j’s. Meanwhile, it is still valid for Pi.501

In addition, for cover inequality (32) defined on the minimal cover C, it can also be strengthened502
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by lifting to be503

n∑
j=1

Sj∑
s=1

utskj + utk̄ ≤ |C| − 1 (34)

for some k such that vk ≥ vkj for all j = 1, 2, . . . , n and some t ∈ Ti. It follows that we can further504

strengthen (33) to be505

n∑
j=1

Sj∑
s=1

utskj + ut
k
≤ |C| − 1 +

∑
j∈N0

(Sj − 1)
(
xkj − 1

)
, (35)

where N0 ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} and vkj < vk for all j ∈ N0. It is easy to check that (35) is valid for (M1).506

Inequality generation procedure. To enable an efficient generation of the derived strengthened507

cover inequality (35) for particular use like numerical experiments in Section 7, here we provide508

the detailed procedure in two steps: (1) for each sub-planning horizon, a feasible minimal cover509

is identified; and (2) strengthened cover inequalities are generated based on the minimal cover by510

using (35).511

In particular, for each sub-planning horizon i, a feasible minimal cover C is obtained by using512

the utk’s such that (k, t) ∈ N , where N is defined in Section 5.2.2. In addition, to further strengthen513

these cover inequalities, constraints (15) and (16) in (M1) are also considered in the procedure to514

construct the minimal cover C. Furthermore, when constructing C, priorities are given to (k, t)’s515

corresponding to smaller vk’s in order to generate more effective inequalities. Thus, inequality (35)516

is generated selectively and further improved. The detailed procedure is shown as follows:517

Initiation: Let the number of the current iteration ς = 1; construct a sequence ∆ = {K1,K2, · · · ,518

Ki, · · · ,K|V|} to denote a sequence of all k’s, where vKi ≥ vKi+1 for all i ∈ [1, |V| − 1]Z ;519

Step 1: Initiate the ready time φk (the time when a ship is ready to start a voyage) for each ship520

k as φk = Ti, define v = vKς to represent the selection lower bound (i.e., only (k, t)’s with the521

corresponding vk ≥ v can be selected to construct C), let the weight of cargo shipped out in522

the sub-planning horizon σ = 0, and let t = Ti and C = ∅;523

Step 2: Identify a set V ′ to include all k’s such that t ≥ φk and vk ≥ v. If no such k exists, go to524

Step 4; otherwise, go to Step 3;525

Step 3: Let k be the index such that vk = min
k∈V ′

vk, add the corresponding (k, t) into C, and update526

σ = σ+vk; update φk = t+bk and φk = t+l for each k 6= k. If σ > di go to Step 5; otherwise,527

go to Step 4;528

Step 4: Update t = t+ 1;529
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Step 5: Among all the (k, t)’s in C, identify the one corresponding to the smallest vk and mark530

it as vk. If σ − vk < di go to Step 7; otherwise, go to Step 6;531

Step 6: Update ς = ς + 1. If ς > |V|, output C = ∅; otherwise, go to Step 1;532

Step 7: Output the minimal cover C.533

If a non-empty minimal cover is identified by the above procedure for a sub-planning horizon534

i, we add the corresponding strengthened cover inequality (35) into the model.535

6. A Benders decomposition algorithm for the integrated fleet sizing and mix and536

voyage planning problem537

In this section, to further enable the applicability and effectiveness of our proposed formulation538

(M1) and valid inequalities at the scale required in industry, we develop a decomposition algorithm539

to solve the problem. In particular, a tailored Benders decomposition algorithm will be proposed540

with our derived valid inequalities embedded. Note that Benders decomposition algorithm (Ben-541

ders, 1962) has been successfully applied to a wide range of difficult optimization problems (e.g.,542

Shen and Chen, 2013, An et al., 2014, and Arslan and Karaşan, 2016).543

In the proposed algorithm, the model is divided into a master problem and a sub-problem, both544

of which are solved iteratively and updated after each iteration. After solving the sub-problem in545

each iteration with given solution from the master problem, new constraints (i.e., feasibility and546

optimality cuts) are added into the master problem, which will be solved again towards the optimal547

solution. Using the solutions of the master problem and the sub-problem, the lower and upper548

bounds of the objective value of the original problem are updated, respectively. The algorithm549

stops when the optimal solution is found or when the gap between the lower and upper bounds of550

the problem reaches a pre-set threshold ε. Section 6.1 reformulates (M1) into a master problem551

and a sub-problem. The cutting-plane method used in the algorithm is introduced in Section 6.2.552

In Section 6.3, we outline the procedure of the algorithm.553

6.1. Model reformulation554

In the proposed solution method, model (M1) is divided into a master problem (MP) and a555

sub-problem (SP). The master problem (MP) is formulated as follows:556

(MP) min f =
∑
k∈V

Rkxk −
∑
k∈V

|T |−bk+1∑
t1=1

min{t1+bk−1,|T |}∑
t2=t1+bk−1

gt1,t2k αt1,t2k + η (36)
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s.t.
∑

t∈[1,|T |−bk+1]

utk ≥ xk, (37)

η ≥ η, (38)

(11), (13), (15)− (18), (21)− (26), (27), (28), (35),

feasibility cuts,

optimality cuts,

where feasibility and optimality cuts are added after solving the sub-problem at each iteration and557

inequality (35) is generated through the inequality generation procedure described in Section 5.2.2.558

Constraint (37) ensures that a vessel chartered must start at least one voyage. In constraint (38),559

η is a lower bound for η and is calculated by the following equation:560

η =

⌈
d̂

maxk{vk}

⌉
min
k
{ck} . (39)

In the equation above,
⌈

d̂
maxk{vk}

⌉
gives the minimum number of voyages needed to fulfill the total561

demand and mink{ck} represents the minimum cost for each of the voyages.562

We then describe the sub-problem (SP). For model (M1), we can observe that as long as the563

variable α is given, we have variables u and w fixed. Therefore, in the following model of the564

sub-problem, we relax u and w to be continuous, leading to a linear program. Note that when565

the sub-problem is a linear program, Benders decomposition algorithm theoretically guarantees566

convergence to optimality after a certain number of iterations (Laporte and Louveaux, 1993).567

(SP) min
∑
k∈V

|T |−bk+1∑
t=1

cku
t
k (40)

s.t. ut1k =

min{t1+bk−1,|T |}∑
t2=t1+bk−1

αt1,t2k , ∀t1 ∈ [1, |T | − bk + 1]Z , ∀k ∈ V, (41)

wt2k =

t2−bk+1∑
t1=max{1,t2−bk+1}

αt1,t2k , ∀t2 ∈ [bk, |T |]Z ,∀k ∈ V, (42)

utk ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀k ∈ V, (43)

utk ≤ 1, ∀t ∈ T ,∀k ∈ V, (44)

wtk ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀k ∈ V, (45)
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wtk ≤ 1, ∀t ∈ T ,∀k ∈ V, (46)

(12), (14), (19), (20),

where αt1,t2k is the optimal solution for αt1,t2k obtained by solving (MP).568

The (SP) is then dualized, with dual variables µi, σ, λukt, λ
w
kt, θ

u
kt, θ

w
kt, π

u+
kt , πu−kt , πw+

kt and πw−kt569

corresponding to constraints (12), (14), (41), (42), (19), (20), (43), (44), (45) and (46), respectively.570

Furthermore, let ITt denote the set of sub-planning horizons that contain unit time t. The dual of571

the sub-problem, i.e., (SPD), is formulated as follows:572

(SPD) max g =
∑
i∈I

diµi + d̂σ +
∑
k∈V

|T |−bk+1∑
t1=1

min{t1+bk−1,|T |}∑
t2=t1+bk−1

αt1,t2k

λukt1
+
∑
k∈V

|T |∑
t2=bk

 t2−bk+1∑
t1=max{1,t2−bk+1}

αt1,t2k

λwkt1 −∑
k∈V

∑
t∈T

πu−kt −
∑
k∈V

∑
t∈T

πw−kt (47)

s.t. vk
∑
i∈ITt

µi + vkσ + λukt+π
u+
kt − π

u−
kt ≤ ck,

∀t ∈ [1,min{Ti, |T | − bk + 1}]Z ,∀i ∈ I,∀k ∈ V, (48)

vkσ + λukt + πu+
kt − π

u−
kt ≤ ck, ∀t ∈ C[1,|T |−bk+1]

Z

⋃
i∈I
Ti,∀k ∈ V, (49)

λwkt+π
w+
kt − π

w−
kt ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ [bk, |T |]Z ,∀k ∈ V, (50)

θukt − πu+
kt − π

u−
kt ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ [|T | − bk + 2, |T |]Z , ∀k ∈ V, (51)

θwkt − πw+
kt − π

w−
kt ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ [1, bk − 1]Z , ∀k ∈ V, (52)

µi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I, (53)

σ ≥ 0, (54)

πu+
kt ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T , ∀k ∈ V, (55)

πu−kt ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T , ∀k ∈ V, (56)

πw+
kt ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀k ∈ V, (57)

πw−kt ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀k ∈ V, (58)

where the feasible set of constraint (49) is defined as the set of t’s that belong to the set [1, |T | − bk + 1]Z573

and do not belong to the set Ti for any i ∈ I.574

6.2. Feasibility and optimality cuts575

In each iteration, if (SPD) is found to be unbounded, a feasibility cut (59) is added into (MP):576
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∑
i∈I

diµ
+
i + d̂σ +

∑
k∈V

|T |−bk+1∑
t1=1

min{t1+bk−1,|T |}∑
t2=t1+bk−1

αt1,t2k

λukt1
+
∑
k∈V

|T |∑
t2=bk

 t2−bk+1∑
t1=max{1,t2−bk+1}

αt1,t2k

λwkt1 −∑
k∈V

∑
t∈T

πu−kt −
∑
k∈V

∑
t∈T

πw−kt ≤ 0, (59)

where µ+
i , σ, λukt1 , λwkt1 , πu−kt , and πw−kt correspond to the extreme ray of (SPD). Otherwise, (SPD)577

is solved to the optimum and the following optimality cut is generated for (MP):578

∑
i∈I

diµ
+
i + d̂σ +

∑
k∈V

|T |−bk+1∑
t1=1

min{t1+bk−1,|T |}∑
t2=t1+bk−1

αt1,t2k

λukt1
+
∑
k∈V

|T |∑
t2=bk

 t2−bk+1∑
t1=max{1,t2−bk+1}

αt1,t2k

λwkt1 −∑
k∈V

∑
t∈T

πu−kt −
∑
k∈V

∑
t∈T

πw−kt ≤ η, (60)

where µ+
i , σ, λukt1 , λwkt1 , πu−kt , and πw−kt are optimal values delivered by solving (SPD).579

6.3. Algorithm procedure580

The detailed procedure for the algorithm can be summarized as follows:581

Initialization: Let the lower bound (LB) and the upper bound (UB) of the problem to be −∞582

and +∞, respectively; calculate the lower bound η for variable η using the input problem583

data;584

Step 1: Solve (MP) to optimum and update the optimal values at1,t2k and η of variables at1,t2k and585

η. Update LB = f if LB < f ;586

Step 2: Solve (SPD) using at1,t2k delivered by Step 1 if (SPD) is bounded, go to Step 3; otherwise,587

go to Step 4.588

Step 3: Calculate the optimal solution utk for (SPD) and update UB = f−η+g if UB > f−η+g.589

In addition, add optimality cut (60) into (MP);590

Step 4: Add feasibility cut (59) into (MP);591

Step 5: If UB −LB < ε , the algorithm stops and outputs the best-found solution; otherwise, go592

to Step 1.593
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7. Numerical experiments594

In this section, we perform extensive computational experiments to verify the applicability and595

effectiveness of our proposed models and solution methods. In addition, we provide a case study596

to further investigate the solution structure of the problem. We first generate a set of instances597

in terms of different input parameters and solve all the instances by the two-step solution method598

proposed in previous sections. While in the first step, we solve the stochastic backhaul canvassing599

problem using the DP algorithm proposed in Section 4, in the second step, we solve the integrated600

fleet sizing and mix and voyage planning problem by four different methods: (i) CPLEX using601

model (M1), (ii) CPLEX using model (M1) with inequalities (27) and (28) (denoted by M2),602

(iii) CPLEX using model (M1) with inequalities (27) and (28) and strengthened cover inequalities603

generated in Section 5.2.2 (denoted by M3), and (iv) the Benders decomposition algorithm (denoted604

as BD). All the experiments are coded in C++ calling CPLEX 12.6 and are conducted on an Intel605

Core i7 2.50 GHz PC with 8 GB RAM.606

7.1. Instance generation607

In order to test the performances of the proposed algorithms, we generated 20 instances based608

on real-world cases. These cases have different settings of the length of the planning horizon (|T |)609

and the number of ships in the candidate pool (|V|). In particular, |T | is set to be 60, 90, 120, 150610

and 180 unit times and |V| is set to be 6, 9, 12 and 15. Other input data involving the demand611

structure, ships in the candidate pool and backhaul cargoes for these instances are generated as612

follows.613

We first look at the demand structure of these instances. To begin with, for an instance with614

a |T |-unit-time planning horizon, the total demand (d̂) is set as ω |T | thousand tons, where ω615

is randomly generated within the range [20, 30]. In addition, a total number of |T | /15 − 1 sub-616

planning horizons are generated, where the ith (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , |T | /15 − 1) sub-planning horizon617

contains 30 unit times lasting from the (15i − 14)th to the 15(i + 1)th unit time. Then, for each618

sub-planning horizon, we set the lower and upper bounds for the amount of cargoes that can be619

shipped out of Port O to ensure that the cargoes are transported in a stable and balanced manner.620

Finally, the minimal time interval between the start times of two consecutive voyages are randomly621

generated within the range [2, 5] (unit times).622

As for the data of ships, first, the capacities of the ships are generated within the range [160, 200]623

(thousand tons). Then, the chartering rates and voyage costs for each ship are generated randomly624
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within reasonable ranges, considering that ships with larger capacities have higher chartering rates625

and voyage costs. In addition, the minimum durations of voyages of these ships are also generated626

randomly, within [17, 20] (unit times) (we set differences of minimum durations of voyages of ships627

in one instance to be less than 2 unit times). Finally, the maximum duration of voyages for each628

ship is set to be $ unit times longer than their minimum durations, where $ is randomly generated629

within the range [3, 7] and we have the same $ for all ships in one instance.630

In the backhaul cargo part, for each testing instance, we generated 100 types of cargo trans-631

portation requests. First, the weights and required detour lengths of the cargoes in these requests632

are generated randomly within ranges [120, 180] (thousand tons) and [1, 10] (unit times), respec-633

tively. In addition, the canvassing period for each voyage is set to be as long as 1/4 of the minimum634

voyage duration, starting from the unit time which is 1/2 of the minimum voyage duration after the635

start time of the voyage and ending at the unit time which is 3/4 of the minimum voyage duration636

after the start time of the voyage. Finally, the freight rates of these backhaul cargoes are gener-637

ated randomly, considering that voyages with longer durations have higher backhaul transportation638

freight rates.639

7.2. Results of numerical experiments640

We solve these instances by the proposed two-step solution method. Since in the first step,641

the proposed DP algorithm can solve the stochastic backhaul canvassing problem very efficiently642

for all instances, we only present the computational results obtained by different methods in the643

second step. For each algorithm in the second step, we set the optimality gap to be 0.5% and the644

time limit to be 7200 seconds. The computational results are reported in Table 2.645

As shown in Table 2, the proposed Benders decomposition algorithm manages to obtain optimal646

solutions for 19 out of the 20 instances, followed by M1, M2 and M3 which optimally solve 17,647

17, and 13 instances, respectively. As for the solution speed, the proposed Benders decomposition648

algorithm outperforms all the other methods for solving all instances.649

Therefore, the experimental results attest that the proposed Benders decomposition algorithm650

and our derived valid inequalities can solve the considered problem efficiently.651

7.3. Case study652

To further analyze the solution structure of the problem and to investigate the impacts of various653

input parameters, this section presents a case study based on the practices in Baowu Group (see654
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Table 2: Computational results

Instance
No.

|T | |V| M1 Time(s) M2 Time(s) M3 Time(s) BD Time(s)

1 60 6 14915.36 19.52 14915.36 18.38 14915.36 18.56 14915.36 6.73∗

2 60 9 14660.20 209.48 14660.20 200.13 14660.20 45.48 14660.20 13.92∗

3 60 12 13924.44 345.44 13924.44 322.39 13924.44 76.13 13924.44 7.22∗

4 60 15 16463.36 299.89 16463.36 307.80 16463.36 719.06 16463.36 52.47∗

5 90 6 19604.92 52.66 19604.92 51.45 19604.92 51.41 19604.92 12.53∗

6 90 9 25976.20 257.77 25976.20 237.05 25976.20 250.94 25976.20 123.41∗

7 90 12 18358.68 432.27 18358.68 436.14 18358.68 386.08 18358.68 119.92∗

8 90 15 24784.28 3590.73 24784.28 3605.39 24784.28 2382.05 24784.28 209.02∗

9 120 6 33055.84 54.61 33055.84 56.94 33055.84 55.09 33055.84 5.48∗

10 120 9 27826.76 2994.75 27826.76 3173.50 27826.76 7200.00 27834.60 456.94∗

11 120 12 28314.68 5362.13 28314.68 5085.00 28314.68 7200.00 28314.68 626.49∗

12 120 15 27879.80 3734.67 27879.80 4114.38 27879.80 2478.61 27879.80 1172.78∗

13 150 6 36509.20 2114.08 36509.20 2205.86 36509.20 2108.89 36509.20 715.55∗

14 150 9 37187.88 2303.64 37187.88 2303.42 37187.88 2347.14 37187.88 948.83∗

15 150 12 31698.92 4196.06 31698.92 4072.67 31698.92 7200.00 31698.92 1873.63∗

16 150 15 34242.92 7200.00 34242.92 7200.00 34242.92 7200.00 34266.72 1830.41∗

17 180 6 39387.56 7200.00 39387.56 7200.00 39387.56 7200.00 39387.56 457.36∗

18 180 9 40674.00 2531.27 40674.00 2486.31 40674.00 5554.31 40674.00 736.92∗

19 180 12 39121.80 6486.19 39121.80 6471.00 39121.80 7200.00 39125.80 1694.94∗

20 180 15 45043.20 7200.00 45043.20 7200.00 44458.00 7200.00 44285.20 7200.00∗

Average 28481.50 2829.26 28481.50 2837.39 28452.24 3343.70 28445.38 913.23

Notes: The units of the solutions are thousand dollars;

The superscript “∗” stands for the minimum solution time for an instance.

Section 3 for details). We show the obtained optimal solution of the instance and further examine655

the impacts of three key parameters (i.e., the total demand, the maximal detour length, and the656

backhaul cargo condition) upon the optimal solution.657

7.3.1. Instance data and solution658

Here we let one unit time indicate four days and thus the planning horizon contains 60 unit659

times (240 days) and total demand is 1500 thousand tons. In addition, the planning horizon is660

divided into three sub-planning horizons whose covering ranges are [1, 30], [16, 45], and [30, 59]661

(unit times), respectively. The upper bounds for the weight of cargoes that can be transported in662

these sub-planning horizons are all 950 thousand tons and the lower bounds are set as 450 thousand663

tons for the first 2 sub-planning horizons and 0 thousand ton for the last sub-planning horizon. In664

addition, the minimal time interval between two consecutive voyages is 3 unit times. Moreover, the665

condition of backhaul cargo transportation requests is generated according to the description in666

the previous section. In particular, assuming a voyage with the minimum duration d starts at the667
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tsth unit time, the canvassing period of each voyage lasts from the beginning of the d0.5d+ tseth668

unit time to the beginning of the d0.75d+ tseth unit time. Finally, the input data of the ships in669

the instance are given in Table 3.670

Table 3: Ship data of the case

Ship
Capacity Chartering rate Voyage cost Voyage duration range

(×103 tons) (×103 dollars) (×103 dollars) (unit times)

1 190 3114.72 1127.20 [18, 24]
2 170 2903.04 1050.40 [17, 23]
3 190 3134.88 1134.40 [18, 24]
4 200 3257.52 1178.80 [19, 25]
5 180 3010.56 1089.20 [18, 24]
6 180 3057.60 1106.40 [18, 24]

We solve the instance by the tailored Benders decomposition algorithm, and the obtained671

optimal total cost is 14.92 million dollars. In the optimal solution, three ships (Ships 1, 3, and 5)672

are chartered with the total chartering cost as 9.26 million dollars. Ships 1 and 3 complete three673

voyages and Ship 5 completes two voyages during the planning horizon and the detailed voyage674

planning results for these ships are shown in Table 4. Take Ship 1 for example: the ship starts its675

first voyage at the beginning of the first unit time at Port O and returns to the same port at the676

end of the 19th unit time. In this voyage, the weight of cargoes transported from Port O to Port677

D is 190 thousand tons and the voyage cost is 1127.20 thousand dollars. In the backhaul of this678

voyage, Ship 1 carries cargoes from the spot market and the expected revenue is 263.74 thousand679

dollars.680

Table 4: Voyage planning result of the case

Ship Voyage
Start End Cargo Weight Cost Revenue

(unit time) (unit time) (×103 tons) (×103 dollars) (×103 dollars)1

1
v1 1 19 190 1127.20 263.74
v2 20 38 190 1127.20 364.08
v3 39 60 190 1127.20 538.38

3
v1 4 22 190 1134.40 322.58
v2 23 41 190 1134.40 312.20
v3 42 60 190 1134.40 367.54

5
v1 7 30 180 1089.20 575.12
v2 31 54 180 1089.20 564.36

Total 1500 8963.20 3308.00

Notes: 1. Expected revenue for transporting cargoes in backhauls.
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7.3.2. Impact of the total demand681

We first study the impact of the total demand upon the optimal solution. To do this, we682

gradually change the demand from 1000 to 2000 (thousand tons) and solve the instance with new683

demand requirements. Note that the lower and upper bounds for the weight of cargoes to be684

transported in these sub-planning horizons are also changed correspondingly. Table 5 shows the685

optimal solutions for the instance with various demands.686

Table 5: Optimal solutions for the case with various demands

Total demand Chartered ships Chartering cost Voyage cost Revenue Total cost
(×103 tons) (no. of voyages) (×103 dollars) (×103 dollars) (×103 dollars)1 (×103 dollars)

1000 2(2),5(2),6(2) 8971.20 6492.00 3400.86 12062.34
1100 1(2),2(2),3(2) 9152.64 6624.00 3400.86 12375.78
1200 2(3),5(2),6(2) 8971.20 7542.40 3886.26 12627.34
1300 1(2),3(2),5(3) 9260.16 7790.80 3674.52 13376.44
1400 2(3),5(3),6(2) 8971.20 8631.60 3795.34 13807.46
1500 1(3),3(3),5(2) 9260.16 8963.20 3308.00 14915.36
1600 1(2),2(3),5(2),6(2) 12085.92 9796.80 5008.80 16873.92
1700 1(3),3(2),4(2),5(2) 12517.68 10186.40 4800.68 17903.40
1800 1(3),2(3),5(2),6(2) 12085.92 10924.00 4926.70 18083.22
1900 1(3),3(3),4(2),5(2) 12517.68 11320.80 4439.36 19399.12
2000 1(2),2(3),4(2),5(2),6(2) 15343.44 12154.40 5928.66 21569.20

Notes: 1. Expected revenue for transporting cargoes in backhauls.

As can be seen in Table 5, the optimal total cost shows a generally increasing trend with the687

growth of the total demand. To be more specific, the optimal cost slightly increases when the total688

demand grows from 1000 to 1500 thousand tons. Then, it undergoes a sharp increase when the689

total demand increases from 1500 thousand tons to 1600 thousand tons. The reason for the sharp690

increase is that the number of chartered ships increases from three to four and the total number691

of voyage increases from eight to nine in order to satisfy the strengthened demand requirement.692

Afterwards, the optimal cost gradually increases when the total demand changes from 1600 to 2000693

thousand tons. It is worth noting that when the total demand reaches 2000 thousand tons, the694

corporation needs to charter in one more ship to fulfill the increased demand. However, thanks to695

the increased revenue obtained in backhaul cargo transportation, the total cost does not increase696

much.697

7.3.3. Impact of the maximal detour length698

We then study the impact of the maximal detour length. The maximal detour length for a699

voyage equals the difference between the maximal duration and the minimal duration of the voy-700
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age, and we set congruent maximal detour lengths for all voyages in an instance. We investigate701

its impact by varying the maximal detour length from 0 to 8 unit times and comparing the corre-702

sponding optimal costs obtained by solving the instance. Figure 3 shows the relationship between703

the optimal cost and the maximal detour length. The figure shows that the optimal cost decreases704

with the increase of the maximal detour length. However, the decreasing speed gradually slows705

down.706

Figure 3: Optimal costs with changing maximal detour length

7.3.4. Impact of the backhaul cargo condition707

In the last part, we analyze the impact of the backhaul cargo condition upon the optimal708

solution. In the current setting, it is assumed that the freight rate of transporting cargoes from709

the same type of request in the backhaul keeps unchanged during the entire planning horizon.710

However, it is possible that within certain periods of the horizon, the freight rates may fluctuate711

due to uncertainties in the shipping market. We inspect how such fluctuations would affect the ship712

scheduling result. To do this, we suppose that the freight rates of transporting all types of cargoes713

first increase by 30% during the period from the 20th to the 25th unit time and then decrease by714

30% from the 40th to the 45th unit time. The instance is then solved under the new settings. The715

obtained new optimal costs are 14.86 million dollars which is lower than the previous 14.92 million716

dollars and the new voyage planning result is shown in Table 6.717

When comparing with Table 4, we can find that although the chartered ships remain unchanged,718

the schedules of them have been adjusted. In particular, the start time of the first voyage of ship719
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Table 6: Voyage planning result of the case with varied backhaul cargo condition

Ship Voyage
Start End Cargo Weight Cost Revenue

(unit time) (unit time) (×103 tons) (×103 dollars) (×103 dollars)1

1
v1 1 19 190 1127.20 263.74
v2 20 38 190 1127.20 364.08
v3 39 60 190 1127.20 538.38

3
v1 4 22 190 1134.40 322.58
v2 23 41 190 1134.40 312.20
v3 42 60 190 1134.40 367.54

5
v1 11 34 180 1089.20 655.56
v2 36 59 180 1089.20 545.86

Total 1500 8963.20 3369.94

Notes: 1. Expected revenue for transporting cargoes in backhauls.

5 are rescheduled from the 7th unit time to the 11th unit time, in order to embrace the increase720

in freight rates of transportation requests that starts from the 20th unit time. Moreover, the start721

time of the second voyage of the ship are deferred by 5 unit times to avoid canvassing in periods722

when freight rates are lower than normal as much as possible.723

8. Conclusion724

Maritime transportation forms the backbone of the world economy and industrial bulk shipping725

is an important part of maritime transportation. This paper studied the stochastic bulk ship726

scheduling problem in industrial shipping. The problem can be divided into three inter-connected727

sub-problems from different planning levels, which are the strategic fleet sizing and mix problem,728

the tactical voyage planning problem, and the operational stochastic backhaul cargo canvassing729

problem. We proposed a two-step solution method to solve the three sub-problems in an integrated730

manner. In the first step, a dynamic programming algorithm was proposed to solve the stochastic731

backhaul cargo canvassing problem and the obtained maximum expected revenues for backhaul732

cargo transportation of all possible voyages was generated a priori for the second step. In the733

second step, we formulated a mixed-integer programming model for the integrated fleet sizing and734

mix and voyage planning problem. To efficiently solve the model, we first strengthened it by adding735

several families of valid inequalities and then proposed a tailored Benders decomposition method.736

Extensive numerical experiments were conducted to test the performance of the proposed models737

and the algorithms and the results demonstrated that our proposed approach can efficiently solve738

the considered problem. Finally, a case study with sensitivity analysis was conducted and the739

33



results were discussed in detail.740

For future studies, we find two promising directions. First, in view of the complexity of the741

problem, it would be interesting to develop efficient heuristic algorithms for solving the considered742

problem on larger scales. Second, industrial corporations may choose to charter in and redeliver743

ships at different times within the planning horizons and the consideration of the flexible chartering744

strategy is a natural extension of the current study.745
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